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Ever since 2014, Shoot the Book! has been jointly  
organized by the SCELF (a collective rights management 
entity whose core business is audiovisual adaptation)  
and the BIEF (Bureau International de l’Édition Française). 
Over the years, partners, such as the Institut français 
(which operates under the Ministry for Europe and  
Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of Culture to promote 
French culture around the world), the Film Market  
of Cannes, the Cannes Festival, Film Paris Région,  
and the Frankfurt Book Fair and Pro Helvetia have 
supported this event dedicated to audiovisual adaptation. 
Since its inception, the goal of Shoot the Book!  
has been to create bridges between literature  
and audiovisual writing. The rise of cinema throughout 
the world and the growing need for audiovisual content 
inspired these organizations to establish, in 2019,  
a large-scale adaptation market that brings together 
publishers and producers from all over the world.

Although the 2020 edition was virtual, we hope  
that 2021 will reunite more international publishers  
and worldwide producers in person.

We wish you an enjoyable Rendez-vous session!
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CELINE CURIOL

RAPHAËL JERUSALMY

[ LES LOIS DE L’ASCENSION ]

THE LAWS  
OF ASCENSION 
2015-2016. This novel unfolds over  
the course of one year and four seasons.  
In each season, it zooms in on a specific 
day in the lives of six men and women  
who all seem to a greater or lesser  
extent to have been dealt a bad hand  
in life, despite having followed  
their chosen paths.. 

[ EVACUATION ]

EVACUATION
Amid the growing threat of war,  
the entire population of Tel Aviv  
is evacuated, with the exception of 
Saba, Naor’s grandfather. At the last 
minute he gets off the bus, taking  
the young man and his girlfriend  
Yaël off on a clandestine, dangerous 
and unforgettable meander through 
the deserted city. 

[  ]
ACTES SUD

Founded in1978, Actes Sud developed  
a strong generalist editorial politics and  
a specific graphic identity ; Book format,  

choice of paper, illustrated covers,  
a strong emphasis to foreign fiction.

Le Méjan, Place Nina Berberova  
13633 Arles cedex france 

Nathalie Alliel 
nathalie.alliel@actes-sud.fr 

04 90 49 33 75
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[ La chambre verte ]

THE GREEN 
CHAMBER 
In a decrepit manor, two debt collectors 
find the mummified remains of a woman 
clutching a brick between her teeth. 
Behind this gruesome discovery lies  
the story of an eccentric dynasty of 
penny pinchers. A gothic take on  
the fate of family fortunes and  
on the birth of capitalistic religiosity.Martine Desjardins

Karoline Georges

[ De Synthèse ]

THE IMAGO 
STATE 
After escaping a bleak childhood,  
a woman dedicates herself to  
becoming the perfect image, first 
through modelling, then through  
virtual reality. As her mother is dying, 
she is forced to break her reclusive 
ways and confront her family.  
A luminous exploration of the body, 
consciousness and kinship.

ALTO
Alto is a French language award 

 winning independent press based  
in Québec City. We favor the boldest,  
most innovative fiction – briefly said,  

we publish wonders.

280 Rue Saint-Joseph E 
 Québec QC G1K 3A9, Canada 

Annie Cockburn 
anniecockburn@agenceduchesne.com   

& Marie-Pierre Coulombe  
mariepierrecoulombe@agenceduchesne.com   

  

[  ]
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CURB  
ANGELS
In the post-punk, global economy  
of the 1980’s, four young women  
from very different backgrounds  
are united by a common goal: justice.  
Curb Angels features fearless  
female characters on a mission  
that crosses borders and  
challenges the status quo. Christopher  

Ducharme (writer)  
Lisa Mendis (artist)

M. C. Joudrey

FANONYMOUS
International law enforcement  
agencies target Jack, he decides it’s  
time to relocate. A cunning female  
thief whose blindness is her ultimate  
weapon has uncovered his identity.  
She coerces him into attempting  
the most dangerous street blitz  
of his infamous career. 

 AT BAY PRESS
At Bay Press is an independent,  

award-winning publisher. We strive to seek  
out new work by undiscovered authors and artists.  

We are known for original, thoughtful content  
as well as exceptionally crafted and well-designed titles.

319 Queenston Street, Winnipeg 
Manitoba, R3N 0W9 Canada 

Alana Brooker 
publisher@atbaypress.com  

1-204-489-6658

[  ]
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Hubert Ben Kemoun 

[ 2105, mémoire interdite ]

2105, 
FORBIDDEN 
MEMORY
In 2105, Sophìa, aged 15, runs away  
from home to take part in a competition. 
The challenge: win a serum that will  
allow her to live 400 years, like the Elite.  
But she is haunted by strange visions from 
the years 2000, taboo for the government… 
What are those visions and where  
do they come from?

Anouk Filippini

[ PAR UNE NUIT ÉCARLATE ]

DARK IS  
THE NIGHT 
One night can change everything.  
For those five characters, from different 
backgrounds, one night will be enough  
to loose, or win everything. Welcome  
to night full of dangers, that will change 
five destinies for ever. Dark is the night, 
and each of their actions could  
have terrible consequences.

[  ]
 AUZOU 

EDITIONS AUZOU, TOP 4 youth  
publishing company on the french market  

in 2019, is a french independant youth  
publishing company, created 40 years ago  

with more than 1500 titles,  
reaching all targets.

24-32 rue des amandiers  
75020 paris france 

[  ]

Adélaïde Quiblier 
adelaide.quiblier@auzou.com 

01 81 69 77 41    

& Juliette Trolez 
juliette.trolez@auzou.com   

01 81 70 44 01
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Anthony Pastor

Nicolas Juncker

[ Seules à Berlin ]

TWO WOMEN 
IN BERLIN 
A portray of a beautiful friendship 
between a German woman and a 
Russian woman in Berlin, April 1945.
Ingrid is just coming out of several 
years of hell under the Nazi regime. 
Evgeniya has just arrived in  
Berlin with the Soviet army  
to authenticate Hitler’s remains.

[ No War ! ]

NO WAR!
In Vukland, an uprising is spreading. 
A dam is being built in Saarok,  
the island of the Kiviks’ native nation, 
threatening their sacred lands.  
An engineer working on it is found 
dead, near him a thermos containing 
a strange stone. An incident  
which will lead to a way  
deeper story… 

[  ]
CASTERMAN

Casterman publishes comics and children books 
 such as Tintin, Ernest and Celestine.  
Even if some of them are already sold  

(Snowpiercer, The Killer) you’ll find wonderful  
IPs ready for adaptation.

CANTERSTEEN 47  
1000 BRUSSELS belgium

Sophie LEVIE 
s.levie@casterman.com 

+32 485 887 369
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Eric Senabre

Pascal Ruter

[ le dernier songe de lord scriven ]

THE LAST DREAM 
OF LORD SCRIVEN
Have you heard of Arjuna Banerjee,  
the amazing private detective  
who investigates while… dreaming? 
Together with his loyal assistant 
Christopher Carandini, he uses  
his supernatural talents to lead  
a thorny investigation with complex  
twists and turns. Sherlock Homes  
in the world of dreams!

[ Barracuda Forever ]

BARRACUDA 
FOREVER
At 85, a former boxer with a restless  
spirit, Napoleon decides to say to hell 
with it all! Determined to rebel against 
everything that takes the fun out of life,  
he embarks on a moving adventure  
with his grandson Leonard.  
A life-affirming tale of new beginnings  
and the importance of family.

[  ]
 DIDIER  

JEUNESSE
Didier Jeunesse was founded in 1988. 

 It is one of the highly acclaimed children’s book 
publishers in France. Its catalogue has 550 titles, 

including picture books, sound books and YA fiction.

60-62 rue Saint-André-des-Arts 
75006 paris france 

Ieva Vaitkeviciute 
ivaitkeviciute@editions-didier.fr 

+33 (0)1 49 54 48 24
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Joachim B. Schmidt

Lukas Hartmann

[ The Singer ]

DER SÄNGER
From global star to refugee – the 
incredible story of Joseph Schmidt, 
one of the most beautiful voices  
of the 20th century. Son of orthodox 
Jews from Czernowitz, he made  
an incredible success of himself.  
In 1942, on the run from the Nazis,  
he becomes ill, one of thousands  
of exhausted refugees stuck  
at the Swiss border.

[ Kalmann ]

KALMANN
He is the self-appointed sheriff  
of Raufarhöfn, and has everything 
under control. But inside Kalmann’s 
head, the wheels sometimes spin 
backwards. One winter, after he 
discovers a pool of blood in the snow, 
the swiftly unfolding events threaten 
to overwhelm him. But with his naive 
wisdom and pure-hearted courage,  
he makes sure everything takes  
a turn for the better.

[  ]
DIOGENES 

VERLAG AG
Diogenes is one of Europe’s largest independent  
literary publishers, home to bestselling authors  

such as Patricia Highsmith, Friedrich Dürrenmatt, 
Bernhard Schlink and Benedict Wells.

Sprecherstrasse 8 
8032 Zürich Switzerland 

Susanne Bauknecht 
bau@diogenes.ch 
+41 44 254 85 54
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[ les rêves d’anna ]

ANNA’S 
DREAMS
The protagonists of this novel  
are five young women living  
at different times over the course 
of a century. The novel goes back 
from 2012 to the years of the Great 
War and takes place in five different 
European countries. In each of the 
five stories, next to the protagonist, 
appears another woman, older,  
the protagonist of the next story.

Il pleuvait sur les maisons de poupée, sur les jardins miniatures 
débordant de fleurs aux mille couleurs, dont Federica ignorait les 
noms. À chaque éclaircie les vieux sortaient pour leur faire des 
mamours et les féliciter pour leur beauté.

L’impératrice d’Aloïse avançait majestueuse, malgré le poids 
de ses sacs à provisions, le long de la grille de la rue principale 
de Shawholm Crescent. Son sari vert était humide et chiffonné, 
mais elle portait au front le signe de sa royauté, une pastille rouge 
tatouée entre les sourcils ; et ses yeux noirs transperçaient les 
passants.

Les protagonistes de ce roman sont cinq jeunes femmes – cer-
taines d’entre elles très jeunes – vivant à des époques différentes, 
sur la durée d’un siècle. Mais la flèche du temps file à l’envers, 
le roman recule de 2012 aux années de la Grande Guerre. Les 
cinq protagonistes n’ont pas de liens de parenté, et pourtant elles 
s’inscrivent dans une généalogie ; elles sont unies par le fil rouge 
de la transmission, parce que chacune passe à une autre quelque 
chose d’important : de la force, du désespoir, ou les deux à la fois. 
Et dans leur inconscient à toutes revient une même image, créée 
par une artiste « folle » : une femme au port de reine, scintillante 
de bijoux, aux épaules puissantes et aux seins généreux – mais à 
la place des yeux elle a deux amandes bleues, pour ne pas voir la 
douleur du monde.

Silvia Ricci Lempen, née en 1951 à Rome et vivant à Lausanne, est une 
écrivaine italo-suisse élevée dans la culture française. Elle est bilingue 
et écrit dans les deux langues. Elle a publié Ne neige-t-il pas aussi blanc 
chaque hiver ? aux éditions d’en bas (2013).

9 782829 005947
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Peinture : © Association Aloïse Corbaz

Silvia Ricci Lempen
LES RÊVES D’ANNA

Silvia RICCI LEMPEN

Elle entend. Jeanne. C’est Jeanne L’Étang. Elle arrive. Des feuilles 
humides. De la terre. La forêt. De l’air. Un cri. Celui de Jeanne L’Étang, 
née un jour d’octobre 1856. Pluie de feuilles, pluie de sang, pluie de 
cris. On la prend. On la débarrasse des feuilles. On la serre. « Jeanne ! 
Ma Jeanne ! » On la mouille de sang et de salive. […] Lever les petits 
bras, nettoyer là aussi, plis du cou, jambes cerceaux, poings virgules, 
cheveux noirs. Les yeux, longuement. Jeanne s’envole au bout de deux 
bras, plonge sous la robe, rencontre la peau. Appliquée. Transférée. 
Jeanne L’Étang a chaud. Elle s’endort contre Dora, Dora sa mère. Un 
sein au-dessus de ses cheveux noirs.
On est à l’abri ici.
Il fait chaud.

Ce récit emporte Jeanne l’Étang d’un enfermement à l’autre. Un parcours 
circulaire en chiasme, haletant, entre une Maison mère – une soupente 
exiguë – et une Maison folle – l’Hôpital de la Salpêtrière – autour d’une 
Maison close. Perrine Le Querrec déploie « le parcours d’une bâtarde, 
fille de folie, frappée d’incomplétude et de faute, ballottée entre asile et 
lupanar, Degas et Charcot. [Elle y est] attentive aux corps subjugués et 
aux psychés contrariées, rompue aux creux et plis des archives ». (Claro, 
Le clavier cannibale)

La marque de Jeanne, c’est le silence. C’est lui qui a sculpté son corps, 
son esprit, sa langue à laquelle elle est initiée par les abécédaires de son 
enfance. L’erratique narration poétique fouille le trou noir de ce silence.

« Si la déliquescence est un paysage, alors Perrine Le Querrec en est 
l’obstinée aquafortiste, occupée à faire miroiter, à force d’une syntaxe 
au mordant quasi chimique, des dédales de la folie les secrets reliefs. » 
(Claro, Le Monde, 29.3.2018)

Perrine Le Querrec publie de la poésie, des romans, des pamphlets. 
Elle écrit par friction, invente une langue et aiguise un regard à la pour-
suite de phrases heurtées, de silences irréductibles. Ses rencontres 
avec des artistes et sa fréquentation assidue des archives nourrissent 
sa propre création littéraire et pluridisciplinaire. Dernièrement elle a 
publié Feux, (Bruno Doucey, 2021), La Bête, son corps de forêt (Les 
Inaperçus, 2020), Rouge pute (La Contre Allée, 2020), et Vers Valpa-
raíso (poésie et collages, Les Carnets du dessert de lune, 2020)

9 782829 006104
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Perrine Le Querrec
LES TROIS MAISONS

Perrine LE QUERREC

[ les trois maisons ]

THE THREE 
HOUSES
This story (19th century) takes Jeanne 
L’Étang from one confinement to another: 
a circular path between the Mother’s 
House and the Psychiatric House, around 
a Brothel House. The author deploys  
“the journey of a bastard, daughter  
of madness, struck by incompleteness 
and fault, tossed between asylum  
and brothel, Degas and Charcot.”  
(Claro, Le clavier cannibal, blog)

ÉDITIONS  
D’EN BAS

Founded in 1976 by Michel Glardon,  
Éditions d’en bas is a publishing house with an assertive 

profile, aspiring to give a voice to the “excluded”  
from all sides and to develop new perspectives  

on contemporary political and social life.

Rue des Côtes-de-Montbenon 30 
1003 Lausanne Switzerland

[  ]

Florence  
SCHLUCHTER ROBINS 

florencerobins@enbas.ch 
contact@enbas.ch 

+41 78 820 24 93
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[ Impure ]

UNPUR
When childhood is snatched  
away from us, what kind of a  
human being does it turn us into? 
How far can we take things?  
Through her hero Benjamin,  
Isabelle Desesquelles explores  
the hard and guilty paths of a stolen 
childhood, and the things that  
we try with all our force to recover.

Isabelle Desesquelles

EDITIS
Leading actor of the french publishing industry,  

Editis federates 49 prestigious imprints,  
releasing thousands of new books each year spanning  
every universe of the written word: french and foreign  

literature, children’s books, history, non fiction,  
practical guides, educational references…

49 prestigious imprints : 10/18, 12-21, 404, L’Agrume, L’Archipel, Belfond, Bordas, Bouquins, 
Le Cherche Midi, CLE International, Daesign, La Découverte, Les Livres du Dragon d’or, Les 

Escales, Fleuve, First, Gründ, Héloïse d’Ormesson, Hemma, Hors Collection, Julliard, Kurokawa, 
Langue au chat, Le Robert, Lizzie, Lonely Planet, MDI, Nathan, Nimba, NiL, Perrin, Philéas, 

PKJ, Plon, Pocket, Poulpe fictions, Presses de la Cité, Presses de la Renaissance, Retz, Robert 
Laffont, Seghers, Séguier, Slalom, Solar, Sonatine, Syros, Tana, Télémaque, XO.

 

92 avenue de France, 75013 paris france

[  ]

Alexandra Buchman 
alexandra.buchman@editis.com  

+33 1 44 16 05 76

Caroline Laurent

[ Rivage de la colère ]

THE SHORES 
OF ANGER
The struggle of a strong woman,  
uprooted from her native land and  
exiled against her will, to obtain justice. 
The story of little-known true drama  
in the middle of the Indian Ocean,  
and the epic tale of two lovers from 
different worlds that have to fight against 
outside forces keeping them apart…
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[ paula ]

PAULA
Ever since she conceived during 
World War 2 in the heartland of Nazi 
Germany, Paula has decided to keep 
who the father of her child is a secret. 
A German woman’s journey through 
the 20th century, from the first world 
war to the dawn of a new millennium. 
Many things change, some  
will stay secret.

Sandra Hoffmann 

Noah Richter

[ 2.5° morgen stirbt die welt ]
2.5 DEGREES.  
AND THE WORLD 
ENDS TOMORROW
The world is on its last leg, what will  
you do to save it? Before his death, 
scientist Jakob Richter manages  
to send documents to his girlfriend  
Leela that show how massive 
corporations are ruthlessly pushing 
forward climate change. Leela takes up 
the fight against these titans,  
whatever the cost.

[  ]
 ELISABETH RUGE 

AGENTUR GMBH
ERA represents ca. 200 authors,  

specializing in book and film deals.  
The agency has been affiliated with several  

prestigious awards: Nobel Prize for Literature,  
Prix Goncourt and Deutscher Buchpreis.

Rosenthaler Str. 34/35 
10178 berlin Germany

Elisabeth Ruge  
eruge@elisabeth-ruge-agentur.de 

+49 173 8736329
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[  Et que ne durent  
que les moments doux ]

MAY ONLY THE 
GOOD TIMES LAST 
Two women’s lives are turned upside  
down – one by the premature birth of  
her first child, the other when her children 
leave home. Both discover a new meaning 
to their lives at the hospital’s neonatal  
unit with a helping hand from a nurse. 
An utterly overwhelming love story  
and an ode to motherhood.Virginie Grimaldi

François Kersaudy

[ La Liste de Kersten ]

KERSTEN’S 
LIST
What a shame that Felix Kersten’s  
story isn’t as famous as it should be, 
because this Finnish massage therapist, 
resolutely anti-Nazi, treated Himmler 
during WWII, in exchange for which he 
saved the lives of more than 100 000 
people. A fascinating story of terror, 
cowardice, generosity and heroism.

[  ]
 FAYARD

Founded in 1857, Fayard has a strong history  
both in French and foreign literature  

and in non-fiction. Fayard has several  
imprints, among which  
Mazarine and Pauvert.

13 rue du Montparnasse  
75006 paris france

Carole SAUDEJAUD  
csaudejaud@editions-fayard.fr 

+33 1 45 49 82 48
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Frédéric PERROT  
(Mialet Barrault Editeurs) 

[ POUR UNE HEURE OUBLIéE ]

ONE FORGOTTEN 
HOUR  
Emile’s past is troublesome.  
He has been accused of a woman’s crime 
and convicted by law without hesitation.  
He doesn’t remember a thing: one forgotten 
hour in which the worst took place.  
How could he guess that a scoop-crazy 
journalist would turn his life upside down  
by revealing his secret?

Alexandra Lapierre 

[ belle greene ]

BELLE GREENE   
MAY NO ONE DISCOVER 
YOUR SECRET
In the early 1900’s, Belle Greene became 
the founder of the Morgan Library and  
the highest paid woman of America,  
despite her secret African-American roots. 
Belle Greene is a beacon for all women  
in their current struggle.

[  ]
 FLAMMARION

Founded in 1875, Flammarion is part  
of Madrigall, third French publishing group.  

It publishes around 700 new titles a year  
ranging from fiction, non-fiction,  

children books, illustrated books... 

87, quai Panhard-et-Levassor
75647 paris Cedex 13 france 

Laure SAGET  
laure.saget@madrigall.fr  

06 12 61 51 15  

& Delphine  
de la Panneterie 

delphine.delapanneterie@flammarion.fr   
06 12 29 53 99 
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Abigail ASSOR

Emilie de TURCKHEIM

[ Lunch-box ]

LUNCHBOX 
A moving portrait, by turns  
amusing and biting, of a small  
community of expatriates faced  
with the accidental death  
of a child.  

[ Aussi riche que le roi ]

RICH AS  
THE KING
Sarah lives in a Casablanca slum  
and dreams of marrying Driss,  
rich as the king, to lift her out of  
her condition. She makes her move  
and wins him over. But her plan  
doesn’t quite go as planned,  
for she has become Juliet  
to his Romeo.

 GALLIMARD
Gallimard, created in 1911, has a catalogue  
of more than 40.000 titles and a long history  

of film adaptations with more than 275 motion  
pictures already released.

5, rue Gaston-Gallimard  
75007 paris france

[  ]

Frédérique MASSART 
frederique.massart@gallimard.fr 

+33 1 49 54 42 98
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[ Immonde ! ]

FILTHY! 
Tomium exploitation saved the town  
of Morterre from bankruptcy. But when 
employees disappear and monstruous 
creatures escape from the mine,  
Nour starts to investigate and  
discovers a great environmental  
and political scandal.

[ GoSt 111 ]

GOST 111
Goran Stankovic, a good but  
unemployed father, accepts a dangerous  
job, gets caught and leaves with  
no choice but to become an informant.  
Between gangsters and the police,  
in a manipulative environment,  
he is forced to constantly play  
both sides to survive.

Mark Eacersall
Henri Scala

Marion Mousse

Elizabeth Holleville

 GLÉNAT
Since 1969, Glénat is among the largest independent 

publishers in the French book industry.  
We release 650 books a year including graphic novels, 

American comics and Japanese manga.

39 rue du Gouverneur Général Eboué 
92130 ISSY-LES-MOULINEAUX france 

[  ]

Etienne BONNIN  
etienne.bonnin@glenat.com 

01 41 46 11 09
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Fabien Toulmé

[ suzette ou le grand amour ]

SUZETTE AND 
THE QUEST  
FOR TRUE LOVE
Suzette ou le grand amour invites us  
into a grandmother - granddaughter road 
trip to Italy seeking for a former first true 
love. A moving fiction about love through 
generations, tenderly offered by Fabien 
Toulmé’s sincere and touching voice.

Jake Adelstein

[ j’ai vendu mon âme en bitcoins ]

I SOLD MY SOUL  
FOR BITCOINS
In 2014, Jake Adelstein investigates  
the collapse of Mt. Gox, the world’s largest 
Bitcoin exchange platform, based in Tokyo. 
The equivalent of $500 million disappeared 
overnight, Mark Karpelès, Mt. Gox’s  
creator and CEO, is the primary suspect  
in one of the largest criminal cases  
of the digital age.

[  ]
 GROUPE 

DELCOURT
Groupe Delcourt is the first francophone  

independent comics publishing group,  
with authors from all over the world.  

Among our hits, Cici’s Journal,  
Walking Dead, Sean Philipps,  

Jake Adelstein and many more…

8 rue Léon Jouhaux  
75010 paris france

Laurence LECLERCQ   
lleclercq@groupedelcourt.com   

& Hélène SAUGER 
hsauger@groupedelcourt.com  

01 43 38 83 00
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ALEXANDRE LECOULTRE
PETER UND SO WEITER

Peter est un homme sans âge qui habite le dorf de Z. 
Entre le bistrot et les petits boulots, il erre et s’endort 
à gauche à droite. Dans sa bouche les langues sont 
emmêlées et on dit même qu’elles ont fi ni par faire 
des nœuds.

Un jour, au Café du Nord, son ami Bernhard 
lui demande quand il commencera la vraie vie. 
Bouleversé par cette question, Peter se lance dans 
une quête longue et intense dans les zones de l’entre-
deux, les lieux abandonnés, l’herbe au bord des 
ruelles, les bancs publics.

Au fi l de ses pérégrinations, de nouvelles rencontres viennent rythmer cette en-allée 
quotidienne où, sous chaque pas, le sens de l'existence se dérobe. Enfi n, une voix 
extérieure semble souffl  er sur le récit comme le vent dans les arbres. Mais que dit-
elle ?

Alexandre Lecoultre est un auteur né en 1987 en Suisse romande et vivant à Berne. 
Son récit Moisson est publié aux Éditions Monographic en 2015. Son engagement 
littéraire s'inscrit dans des projets sur le long terme : écriture de prose et de poésie, 
traduction de poésie de l’espagnol vers le français, lecture sur scène avec des 
musiciens.

Prix TTC 22 €
www.lagedhomme.com
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978-2-8251-4809-9

MAQUETTE DE COUVERTURE : WWW.ATELIERK.ORG

ALEXANDRE LECOULTRE
PETER UND SO 

WEITER
R O M A N

Illustration de couverture :
2 drôles d'oiseaux, Engel, 2019-:HSMIMF=VY]U^^:

Alexandre Lecoultre

[ Peter und so weiter ]

PETER  
AND SO ON
In the town of Z., Peter wanders 
here and there. In his mouth  
the tongues are tangled. One day,  
his friend Bernhard asks him  
when he will start real life. Intrigued 
by this question, Peter embarks  
on a long and intense quest in 
which the meaning of existence 
slips away with every step.

[  ]
 L’ÂGE  

D’HOMME
Founded in 1966 in Lausanne by  

Vladimir Dimitrijevic, l’Âge d’Homme has  
allowed the French speaking readers  

to discover major works of Slavic literature.  
The publishing house is committed  

to providing a platform to the new voices  
of French-speaking Switzerland.

2-4, avenue du Théâtre, Case postale 5076
1002  Lausanne Switzerland

Florence Schluchter   
florenceschluchter@gmail.com 

+41 78 820 24 93

& Andonia Dimitrijevic  
diffusion@agedhomme.com 

+41 78 820 24 93
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[  fémini-spunk, le monde  
est notre terrain de jeu ]

FEM-SPUNK
THE WORLD  
IS OUR PLAYGROUND
Fem-Spunk is a fantasy, like  
Pippi Longstocking. Between militant 
desexualization and every-which-way 
pansexuality, this book offers a place 
where anyone who blows up the categories 
of the universal male standards—chick, 
queer, butch, trans, queen, drag, fem, 
witch, sista, freak—counts as a “girl.”

Christine AVENTIN

Rose-Marie LAGRAVE

[ se ressaisir ]

COMING  
TO GRIPS
The Autobiographical Inquiry  
of a Feminist Class Defector 
Neither autobiography nor navel  
gazing, this inquiry reconstructs  
the conditions for a crossing between 
social worlds, a journey molded  
as much by the personal as  
the collective history of the  
post-WWII generation.

[  ]
 LA  

DÉCOUVERTE
Successor of François Maspero Publishing  

founded in 1959, La Découverte is a French non fiction 
Publisher focused on current affairs, humanities,  

social sciences, economics and international topics.

9 Bis rue Abel Hovelacque  
75013 paris france 

Delphine RIBOUCHON   
d.ribouchon@editionsladecouverte.com 

+ 33 6 2170 1400
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[ Le temps des mots à voix basse ]
THE TIME OF 
WHISPERED WORDS 
In a small German town at the end of  
the Thirties, Benjamin and Oskar, like  
their fathers, share a deep friendship.  
But this is a time of whispered words,  
and a day comes which changes 
everything: Oskar’s family is Jewish  
and they must flee. His father, in a last 
request to his friend, entrusts their baby  
to Benjamin’s family.Anne-Lise Grobéty

Eugène

[ La Vallée de la Jeunesse ]
THE VALLEY  
OF YOUTH
An autobiographical story unlike any 
other, that unfolds through twenty objects 
which evoke the author-narrator’s 
childhood memories- from the most 
beautiful to other less happy moments.  
A sensitive, often humorous text,  
whose writing evolves with the child’s 
maturity, creating a sense of  
the passage of time.

[  ]
 LA JOIE DE LIRE

The publishing house was founded in 1987.  
Our editorial mission is to nurture children’s curiosity.  

We seek to publish works in search of meaning,  
that question the world and jostle with convention.

5 chemin Neuf  
1207 genève Switzerland 

Diez Solari Carina  
carina.solari@lajoiedelire.ch 

+41 22 807 33 99
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DIARY OF 
THE WUHAN 
LOCKDOWN
On Jan. 23 2020, Wuhan City was 
locked down to prevent the spreading 
of coronavirus. Guo Jing, a local social 
worker, started her diary from day one 
detailing the experiences. She organized 
an on-line support group not fearing 
censorship and threats. The diary  
was covered by global media and  
the rights were sold in 5 countries.

Guo Jing

Suh-Fen Tsai

THE BLUE  
HOUSE
A magical painting leads to the 
Dutch history. A century-old hotel 
leads to the search in Japan. 
Antiques in Blue House connect  
the past, present and future of  
three countries. A story of objects 
and people drifting over time  
and space returning with  
their own stories. View trailer 
here: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=FkjsmzZb0Eg

[  ]
LINKING 

PUBLISHING
Linking publishes fiction and non-fiction ranging  

from humanities, social science, business, self-help, etc. 
with authors such as Tolkien, Kenzaburo Oe, Christopher 

Paolini, Xingjian Gao, Guixing Zhang, Kai-cheung Dung.

1F, No. 369, Sec. 1, Datong Rd., Xizhi Dist.,  
New Taipei City 221-431, TAIWAN 

Hsueh-mei Chang   
shueh.chang@udngroup.com 
linkingrights@udngroup.com  

886.2.86433960
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[ OLIVE ]

OLIVE
Olive is a dreamer, living in her own 
imaginary world… where Lenny lands 
one day. He is an astronaut whose 
space shuttle crashed and who was 
reported missing with his crew  
in the real world! Will the shy teenager 
manage to rescue the crew in distress 
before it is too late? Enchanting  
and inspiring!Véro Cazot (W)  

Lucy Mazel (A)

Jordi Lafebre

[ MALGRé TOUT ]

DESPITE  
IT ALL 
Ana and Zenzo are now 60 years old.  
They both led a busy life and for  
the first time in 40 years, they have time 
for each other… Time to look back on 
their long and deep platonic love affair… 
Time to start a new life together?!  
A truly moving love story, told backwards, 
as timeless as The Notebook! 

[  ]
 MEDIATOON 

AUDIOVISUAL RIGHTS
With 33 publishing houses  

in the Group, Media-Participations  
is a graphic novels leader  

(Dargaud, Dupuis, Le Lombard) and  
a traditional literary powerhouse  

(Seuil, La Martinière, Anne Carriere).

57 rue Gaston Tessier 
75019 paris france

Laurent Duvault 
Laurent.Duvault@mediatoon.com 

06 08 96 14 61   

& Hélène de Saint Vincent 
Helene.SV@mediatoon.com  

01 53 26 11 83
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[ La femme qui rit ]

THE WOMAN 
WHO LAUGHS 
In the remote countryside, a widower 
and his son hire a young woman to help 
around the farm. She is not a local,  
and people are suspicious of her 
motives for taking on such a hard and 
unrewarding job. As their life unravels 
behind closed doors, it turns out  
she is not the only one with a secret. Brigitte Pilote

Sophie Simon

[ COME PRIMA ]

COME PRIMA 
Celso has lead a quiet, comfortable 
life with his wife and children.  
One day, he receives an email  
that makes him question all of  
his life choices. It was sent by 
Elena, the first and greatest love  
of his life. She’s in Rome, and wants 
to see him. Will he risk everything 
to feel the thrill again?

[  ]
 MEDIATOON 

AUDIOVISUAL RIGHTS
With 33 publishing houses  

in the Group, Media-Participations  
is a graphic novels leader  

(Dargaud, Dupuis, Le Lombard) and  
a traditional literary powerhouse  

(Seuil, La Martinière, Anne Carriere).

57 rue Gaston Tessier 
75019 paris france

Kim Beci 
kim.beci@mediatoon.com 

01 53 26 11 67

& Laurent Duvault 
Laurent.Duvault@mediatoon.com 

06 08 96 14 61   
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[ Moon Guany ]

MOON GUANY
Moon Guany is a Caribbean odyssey. 
Moon, the heroine, born in Cité Soleil  
in Port-au-Prince, is a young girl  
who has been variously subjected  
to humiliation and exploitation.  
As she grows into a proud young 
woman, she fights to escape  
her lot and to leave for better climes. 

Gérald Moutet

Olivier Ahmad CASTAIGNEDE

[ Secrète Lalibela ]

SECRET 
LALIBELA
A French businesswoman,  
a journalist of Cambodian origin 
and an Ethiopian transgender find 
themselves trapped in a rock-hewn 
churche in Lalibela, Ethiopia, after 
an earth quake and a mudslide.  
As they begin to suffer from lack  
of oxygen, the tongues relax, 
revealing hidden facts.

 PRÉSENCE  
AFRICAINE

Présence Africaine publishes African, Caribbean  
and African American literature. Catalog brings  

together internationally renowned authors.

25 bis rue des Ecoles
                               75005 paris france

Suzanne DIOP   
direction@presenceafricaine.com  

+33 1 43 54 06 36

[  ]
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Thomas Oscar 
 (Tuomas Niskakangas)

Petra Rautiainen 

[ Roihu ]

THEIR TURN  
TO BURN 
PUBLISHED BY OTAVA IN 2021
Prime minister Leo is a puppet of The 
Guild, a secret group of string-pulling men. 
A woman burns herself to death, leaving a 
secret behind that could overthrow  
the government. Leo executes his power 
and has 24h to figure out the plot  
that could cost thousands of lives  
and the future of the country.

[ Tuhkaan Piirretty Maa ]

LAND OF SNOW 
AND ASHES
PUBLISHED BY OTAVA IN 2020
An untold story of WWII where the  
beauty of the Arctic nature contrasts with 
cruelly masked identities and brutalities 
conducted at secret Nazi camps and 
against the indigenous Sámi. A journalist 
reporting on Lapland’s reconstruction 
searches her husband and befriends  
a Sámi girl. Secrets unravel.

 RIGHTS  
& BRANDS 

AGENCY (R&B)
R&B is a literary rights and brand licensing agency 

bringing Nordic rights and brands to a global arena. 
With its background in literature, art and design, R&B 

represents most exciting Nordic stories. 

OTAVA BUILDING, UUDENMAANKATU 8
00120 HELSINKI FINLAND

[  ]

Friederike Ridegh   
friederike.ridegh@rightsandbrands.com   

+358 40 83 76 325
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[ Héritage ]

LEGACY
This dazzling saga that unfolds  
on both sides of the Atlantic, in 
France and Chile, tells us over three 
generations, two World wars and 
one coup d’état, the fabulous destiny 
of an endearing, uprooted family 
whose terrible dilemmas, caused  
by the blows of history, reveal  
their deep humanity.

[ Traverser la nuit ]

INTO  
THE NIGHT
LOUISE lives alone with her young  
son Sam, the only one capable  
of enchanting her life. Harassed and 
brutalized by her former companion,  
she will cross paths with Jourdan,  
a downbeat and taciturn police  
captain in pursuit of a compulsive, 
unpredictable, and deeply disturbed  
serial killer of women.  

Hervé Le Corre 

Miguel Bonnefoy 

RIVAGES  
(PAYOT & RIVAGES)

Founded in 1984 and associated  
with Payot (non-fiction) since 1992, Rivages is now  

part of Actes Sud. Publishing 140 titles a year,  
it is renowned for its thrillers, crime fiction  

and literary novels. 

60-62 avenue de Saxe 
75015 paris france 

[  ]

Marie-Martine SERRANO  
mm.serrano@payotrivages.com 

+ 33 1 44 41 39 74  
+ 33 6 65 73 18 03
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[ Le dernier enfant ]

THE LAST 
CHILD
In this sensitive novel, Philippe Besson 
succeeds at raising an ordinary event— 
a grown child leaving the home— 
to the level of a sublime, poignant 
moment. With his signature elegant  
style, he scrutinizes the contradictory 
emotions and secret thoughts  
of a simple, fragile woman  
devastated by reality.

Philippe Besson

Tatiana de Rosnay

[ Célestine du Bac ]

CÉLESTINE  
DU BAC
A modern and touching tale  
in which the fairy godmother of 
Tatiana de Rosnay works her magic, 
giving voice to the marginalised. 
Reminiscent of Romain Gary’s  
Life before you.

 ROBERT LAFFONT 
ÉDITIONS

Robert Laffont and Julliard boasts a large collection  
of bestsellers which have been adapted into movies  

and TV-series : Papillon by Henri Charrière, The Planet  
of the Apes by Pierre Boulle, The Wages of Fear by George 

Arnaud and The Swallows of Kabul by Yasmina Khadra.

92 avenue de France 
75013 paris france 

[  ]

Lucile Besse 
Lucile.Besse@Robert-Laffont.com 

01 53 67 14 28
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[ Horrora Borealis ]

HORRORA 
BOREALIS
Along the shores of Lake Neuchâtel,  
in Switzerland, shots rang out in the 
middle of Festi’neuch music festival.  
The place becomes a terrible hostage-
taking. With all that blood falling  
between his feet, Walker has to face the 
truth: something happened in Lapony  
but he can’t remember what. Why?

[ Qui a tué Heidi ? ]

WHO KILLED 
HEIDI? 
A hitman kills a famous politician  
in the middle of a representation  
at the Berlin State Opera. Next stop: 
Geneva. And then: Gryon where lives 
Andreas Auer, an atypical detective  
ready to escape from his duty to cure  
his depression, and try a new life closer  
to nature in a not so peaceful village…Marc Voltenauer

Nicolas Feuz

[  ]
 SLATKINE & 
COMPAGNIE

Slatkine & Cie is a French generalist book  
publisher located in Paris and founded in 2016.  

An imprint of the Swiss book publishing house Slatkine,  
it publishes around fifteen books a year.

3 Rue Corneille  
75006 paris france 

Louis Bovet  
lbovet@slatkine.com 

+33 6 58 73 11 01
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[ le cŒur en laisse ]

A HEART  
ON A LEASH
A romantic comedy under the 
streetlights of Paris. Successful  
writer Maurice Mollgaard lives with  
his cat in a messy bachelor pad. 
Suddenly, Ambroisie walks into  
his life with her designer heels, 
sweeping him off his feet and into  
the glamorous spheres of Paris 
socialites. Heartwarming and funny.

[ la grenade ]

BOMBSHELL
An empowering story of mother- 
and womanhood. Career, marriage, 
children. She has ticked all the boxes: 
why does she still feel so empty?  
One day, her son is diagnosed  
with epilepsy. The news hits this 
perfect mother like a bombshell, 
shattering her family and forcing  
her to turn her life around.

Emmanuelle Hutin

Line Papin

  STOCK
Part of the Hachette Group, Stock is the oldest  
publishing house in France (1708). We publish  

award-winning writers, new voices, essays  
and documents, and a prestigious foreign fiction list.

21, rue du Montparnasse 
 75006 paris france

Maÿlis Vauterin  
mvauterin@editions-stock.fr 

+33 (0) 1 49 54 36 75

[  ]
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[ une caravane en hiver ]

A CARAVAN  
IN WINTER 
When Arthur met Adnan and his mother 
Nooda, Syrian refugees, he becomes  
their friend and do whatever he can  
to help them. Their friendship is 
challenged by obstacles and Arthur’s 
father stubbornness. The truth about  
Adnan and Nooda becomes unclear when 
she disappears under the threat of spies.Benoît Séverac

Jeremy Behm

[ Metamorphoz ]

METAMORPHOZ
Arthur is feeling lonely since he moved 
away but one night he discovers  
an odd creature in his neighbourhood.  
Ozzie has four arms, big grey eyes  
and a shimmery fur and he might  
become Arthur’s new friend! But is it  
really such good news, even more  
when Arthur discovers Ozzie’s powers? 

 SYROS
Syros bases its notoriety on a daring  

and emancipatory editorial policy. Since 1984,  
Syros has published children’s literature that opens  

the heart and stirs the brain. Syros is a house  
drawn to modernity and editorial innovation.

92 Avenue de France  
75013 paris france 

[  ]

Marie Dessaix   
mdessaix@nathan.fr 
+33 (0) 1 45 87 51 54
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[ Grosse folie ]

BIG FAT GIRL 
One summer, Chloe, an overweight  
girl, and Quentin, a shy teenager,  
meet on the beach and fall in love.
Under pressure for having bonded  
with «a fat girl». Quentin abruptly cuts  
all ties with Chloe. Back to school, 
everyone goes back to their own lives,  
but neither of them manages  
to turn the page…

Raphaële Frier

Fabrice Colin

[ La bonne aventure  ]

THE FORTUNE 
TELLER
In an Amélie Poulain reinvented Paris, 
Ombline lives alone with her two parrots.  
A fortune teller advises her to open up.  
Her neighbour Pierre thinks he cannot  
love anymore. Will they get to know each 
other or will Ombline follow the cautious 
advice of Mr Fitzpatrick, a mysterious 
crocodile-man?

TALENTS  
HAUTS

Talents Hauts publishes striking books  
that challenge stereotypes, from picture books  

to YA fiction. They endeavour to highlight talented  
authors to promote their shared humanist values.

8 rue Charles Pathé 
94300 vincennes france

Laurie Jesson  
laurie@rightstory.fr 

06 17 71 56 55

[  ]
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THE MERMAID’S 
TALE
Summer is a young, single woman  
living in Taipei, who dreams of becoming  
a national ballroom dance competitor.  
This novel rewrites the fairy tale of  
the mermaid dreaming of walking  
on two feet in a way that pulls us closer  
to the true motivation behind it --  
not love, but freedom.

LEE Wei-Jing

Andrew YEH

GREEN MONKEY 
SYNDROME
Disaster, biological warfare, environmental 
destruction, and resistance to hegemony. 
No, it’s not a description of 2020.  
These stories, fortified by the author’s 
own extensive research, written over 
thirty years ago, reflect a dystopian future 
resonant with our own, as if they  
came out yesterday.

THE GRAYHAWK 
AGENCY

We are a Taiwan-based literary agency representing  
over 300 publishers and agents in the Chinese and Southeast 

Asian markets, as well as Chinese-language authors  
for translation, film and TV rights.

14F, No.63, Sec.4, Xinyi Rd. 
Taipei 106685, Taiwan 

San LIN  
sanlin@grayhawk-agency.com 

+886-958100377

[  ]
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[ dernier tour lancé ]

LAST  
FLYING LAP
Julien Perrault, a motorcycle racing 
champion became a pariah after  
hitting two of his rivals. Nevertheless 
he decides to come back to the circuits 
coached by an atypical crew : a corrupt 
sponsor, a psychiatrist, his illiterate  
father and a crazy painter. A magnificent 
novel on the price of victory. Antonin Varenne

Tristan Saule 

[ mathilde ne dit rien ]

MATHILDE  
SAYS NOTHING
this breathtaking social thriller  
takes place in 2019, in a poor area  
of a mid-sized French city. When Mathilde, 
a social worker in her forties, finds  
out that her neighbor Mohamed never  
got paid for a swimming-pool he built,  
she decides to get back the money  
from the bad client by any means.

TRAMES
Trames is a literary agency founded in 2018.  

It represents French language publishers,  
well-known authors and new talents  

for their pocket, foreign and film rights. It collaborates 
 with publishers such as La Manufacture de Livres,  

Le Quartanier, Asphalte, Cambourakis, Agullo…

52 rue Galande  
75005 paris france

[  ]

Kinga Wyrzykowska 
kinga@trames.pro 

06 70 72 17 63 
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[ Plein Gris ]

HEADING FOR 
THE STORM 
4 friends aged 18 decide to reach Ireland 
by sea. On the boat, the confined space 
intensifies the tension and resentment… 
until one of them dies. To make things 
even worse, a storm is coming,  
so they will have to bring out their best  
to stay alive, remain friends, and avoid 
being charged with murder…Marion Brunet

Carène Ponte

[ La lumière était si parfaite ] 

THE LIGHT WAS 
SO PERFECT
Megg is married and has 2 children.  
After her mother dies she comes upon  
a photo of her and another man.  
To shed light on this relation, she takes  
a trip across Europe with a friend and  
her daughter. She will not only discover  
the truth, but also the proof of the 
profound love her mother devoted to her.

[  ]
 UNIVERS  

POCHE
Univers Poche is a division of the second  

publishing group in France, Editis.  
Two of our seven imprints are Fleuve Editions  

and Pocket Jeunesse. 

92, avenue de France  
75013 paris france

Julie Buffaud  
julie.buffaud@universpoche.com 

01 44 16 08 29
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